ABSTRACT. We discuss practical problems and solutions associated with the "phase-diverse" speckle (PDS) imaging technique for reconstruction of high-resolution images from ground-based telescope data. The PDS method uses an ensemble of short-exposure images obtained simultaneously from multiple cameras to jointly estimate the object and the sequence of instantaneous phase distortions observed by each camera. Different known static phase aberrations are imposed on each optical channel; the known aberrations then function as constraints in the estimation problem. In this paper, we extend a previously derived model and present new data calibration techniques to compensate for various undesirable effects present in real-world PDS data. These effects include relative tip-tilt and image magnification changes between the diversity channels. The extended model and its associated (modified) objective functions lead to a new nonlinear optimization problem. Solution methods, software, and results using real telescope data are discussed.
INTRODUCTION
The clarity of near-IR and visible-wavelength images from ground-based telescopes is limited by a number of factors, but the dominant limiting factor is almost always blurring by atmospheric turbulence. Atmospheric blurring effects are caused by gradients in air temperature and density, resulting in phase aberrations that evolve rapidly in time. Speckle measurement techniques involve the collection and processing of ensembles of images, each with integration time short enough that no significant temporal evolution of the atmosphere occurs on spatial scales corresponding to the highest object spatial frequencies to be estimated. The first speckle technique, the well-known speckle interferometry method for estimation of the amplitude spectrum, was proposed by Labeyrie (1970) . Techniques for phase estimation from speckle data were then developed to be used with Labeyrie's amplitude method, allowing speckle imaging (Knox & Thompson 1974; Lohmann, Weigelt, & Wirnitzer 1983; Northcott, Ayers, & Dainty 1988; Matson 1992) . Numerical minimization approaches ("blind" and "myopic" deconvolution algorithms) have also been developed for speckle imaging (Jefferies & Christou 1993; Schulz 1993; Mugnier et al. 2001) .
"Phase-diverse" speckle (PDS) imaging uses multiple shortexposure images from multiple cameras to simultaneously estimate the object and the sequence of instantaneous phase distortions observed by each camera. In addition to a common, random atmospheric aberration, different known static aberrations are imposed on each optical channel; the known aberrations then function as constraints in a numerical estimation problem. The phase-diversity concept was first introduced by Gonsalves (1982) , who proposed using two cameras, one with a known defocus. Subsequently, several authors (Paxman, Schulz, & Fineup 1992; Seldin et al. 1997; Tyler et al. 1998; Vogel, Chan, & Plemmons 1998) applied the method using various numerical optimization methods and have demonstrated its effectiveness. The phase-diversity approach can be applied to a variety of imaging problems where an unknown object must be estimated from aberrated imagery.
Phase-diverse data are collected using a beam splitter to divide the incoming light intensity among multiple synchronized cameras. Each optical path, or channel, to a camera differs from the others by some known static aberration. In a typical two-channel system, the image recorded by the first camera is assumed to be degraded only by the atmospheric turbulence and diffraction. The second channel is further degraded by a known amount of defocus; that is, a quadratic phase error is intentionally introduced in the second channel by moving the second-channel detector along the optical axis away from the plane of the Gaussian focus. The data from the defocused imagery provide an additional constraint in the numerical minimization performed to estimate the object intensity. An unfortunate disadvantage is that the available light energy must be divided between two (or more) cameras. Thus, each channel has a lower signal-to-noise ratio than with a single channel.
There are several practical difficulties associated with the phase-diversity method that have limited its widespread use in production telescope systems. Further development of the method is needed to accommodate the design characteristics of existing telescope systems, to simplify the tasks of the telescope operators, to provide immediate feedback to the operator during data collection, and to clarify the choice of numerical parameters during the postmission data processing. This paper studies the first of these issues: extending the phase-diversity model to accommodate some of the design characteristics of existing telescope systems.
In § 2, we describe the image formation model for shiftinvariant imaging and define parameters in the discretized equations to be solved for the image. We also describe in detail the practical issues addressed in this paper. In § 3, we present the extended model used to compensate for the previously mentioned difficulties as well as additional calibration techniques. Our results using telescope data are presented in § 4, and conclusions are presented in § 5.
MULTIFRAME PHASE DIVERSITY

Definitions and Image Formation Model
The spatially invariant image formation process (Goodman 1968) for a single image is described by the convolution integral equation
where indicates a pointwise operation (e.g., addition or multiplication) with the noise process , the asterisk z(x, y) represents convolution, d represents observed image data, f represents the object, or true image, and s is the point-spread function (PSF). In practice, the continuous quantities in equation (1) are discretized and processed using arrays of n # n x y pixel intensities; i.e.,
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The PSF s, which characterizes the blurring effect of the atmosphere, is related to the corresponding wavefront profile by f(x, y)
where denotes the two-dimensional Fourier transform, F , and denotes the pupil function, or ap-
erture function. For ground-based telescopes with conventional optics, describes the telescope aperture defined 2 p : R r {0, 1} by the extent of the primary mirror and the shadow of the secondary mirror; i.e., has the value 1 inside an annulus and p the value 0 otherwise.
Equations (2) and (3) are used to formulate the multiframe/ multichannel phase-diversity problem in a natural way. Let T denote the number of simultaneous short exposures in each image data set, and let K denote the number of optical channels, or equivalently, the number of data sets. Then, the collected data in frame and channel are described by
where is a function of and that describes the known v x y k phase aberration deliberately introduced in channel . Nork mally,
; namely, the image quality collected in channel v p 0 1 1 is limited only by the atmospheric wavefront profile and f the telescope aperture . In practice, we restrict our attention p to phase aberrations that can be described by low-degree v k polynomials. For example, if diversity channel 2 is defocused with a lens imposing a quadratic phase, then
for some constant . c ( 0 Assume for the moment that all of the are known. Then, v k if a least-squares fit-to-data criterion is applied, then the phasediversity restoration problem is to compute the phase screens and the object estimate f minimizing f , … , f
tk The Fourier transform of the PSF (the optical transfer function, or OTF) is written in terms of the pupil function as
tk t k where is the autocorrelation operator.
functional whose purpose is to establish numerical stability with respect to perturbations in the phase screens . Similarly, the f t term establishes stability with respect to pertur-
Here, g and a are positive regularization parameters.
For the purposes of numerical computations in this paper,
where the operator L is taken to be the Laplacian. The reader is referred to Vogel et al. (1998) and Cochran, Plemmons, & Torgersen (2001) for a discussion of regularization issues in this context.
With notation established, we acknowledge that it is somewhat counterintuitive to expect that aberrated data combined with even more aberrated data can be used to produce an improved image. The reader must be aware that the secondchannel data are the result of imposing a known static phase aberration on the incident light field. As a result, short-exposure image data from the second channel cannot be synthesized after detection by applying the appropriate blurring operator to the data collected in the first channel; that is,
t k
A{p}
This means that the image data from the second channel do indeed contain information in addition to the first-channel data.
Practical Problems in Phase-Diversity Data Collection
Software for phase-diversity image restoration based on equation (5) has been developed (Cochran et al. 2001 ) and demonstrated successfully with simulated data. In real telescope systems, however, the data collection process has several characteristics that are not well represented by equation (5). The two most prominent such characteristics are discussed in § § 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 below. The data used in this study were collected using the two-channel phase-diversity mode of the GEMINI camera system at the US Air Force 1.6 m telescope on Mount Haleakala in Hawaii. 
Camera Alignment
The GEMINI optical bench is mounted directly to the 1.6 m telescope. The system was designed without detailed computations to quantify the effect of gravity on the bench at various telescope pointing angles. While the need for the bench to be sufficiently rigid to keep the cameras in the same relative position during telescope motion was considered, minimizing GEMINI's total weight was also a design consideration. Unfortunately, residual bench flexure causes a pointing-dependent misalignment between the two channels; that is, an object appearing in the center of one detector may appear displaced from the origin of the other. It is tempting to resolve this prob-lem by computing the centroid of each observed image and translating one image so the centroids are coincident. While this technique is viable for images of very bright objects, it has several limitations. First, instantaneous realizations of camera noise have nonzero moment; thus, aligning the centroids of the blurred observed data may not correspond to an alignment that leads to an optimally restored image based on equation (5). The centroid calculation may of course be done using an intensity threshold, but the appropriate threshold may be difficult to find in the presence of noise and may vary between channels. Second, aligning the centroid with the detector origin generally involves translations by distances that are not an integer multiple of the pixel size. Certainly such subpixel translations can be accomplished by calculated using the Fourier shift theorem; however, sampling artifacts then appear because the data is band-limited (Bertero & Boccacci 1998) . Detailed mechanical calculations have now been done to support stiffening the GEMINI bench in the near future.
Also, if one observes the centroids of the two images collected in the diversity channels over a succession of frames, there appear to be small periodic variations in relative alignment even while the telescope is at a single position on the sky (Fig. 1) . In the figure, high-frequency frame-to-frame modulations are imposed on a lower frequency sinusoidal envelope. Further, the frame-to-frame variations have a "noiselike" character in the troughs of a low-frequency sinusoid but have a periodic appearance at the peaks. The noise in the troughs seems to be due to the nonzero noise moment mentioned above. The periodic high-frequency oscillations at the envelope peaks are of unknown origin at this time. However, the exposure time for this data was 7 ms, and the combined frame transfer and readout time was 9 ms; the inverse of the total frame period is then about 62 Hz, leaving electrical background as a possible culprit.
The slower envelope wave has an approximate amplitude of 1 pixel and a period of about 2.5 s, given the camera integration and readout times. The cause of this disturbance is also unknown, as sidereal tracking would not require significant mount motion over the ≈6.4 s of observation represented here. The period is also somewhat slower than the cycle of a Dewar pump for an IR instrument also mounted on the telescope; however, wind loading is known to cause the azimuth table of this unique three-axis (azimuth, polar, and declination, or az-pol-dec) telescope to rotate.
3 Wind buffet rotation of any of the three axes could conceivably cause low-frequency flexing of the bench on timescales of seconds. While we failed to note wind conditions during observations, strong, variable winds are not uncommon on Haleakala. In any case, the variation seems to imply that one must take care when attempting to calibrate the misalignment from the data alone. Note that a simple solution for both the flexure-induced and transient misalignments is to measure both the focused and the defocused images on a single (rectangular format) detector. Such a system is fairly easy to engineer with a beam splitter, allowing the optical path difference between reflected and transmitted beams to defocus one of the images. However, it would be somewhat harder to fabricate a single-detector system with continuously adjustable defocus, a capability we have with GEMINI. Finally, we note that if the transient misalignments were understood and fixed (say, with improved shielding), a simple laser metrology system would serve to calibrate the flexure-dependent misalignment at various telescope pointing angles as required. This solution may be somewhat impractical for ground observations of orbiting satellites, however, since the mount motion (and change in the relative alignment of the cameras) is then much faster than the sidereal rate. Finally, note that the mean of the offset seen in Figure 1 is about 0Љ .7.
Image reconstruction from phase-diversity data, as described by Vogel et al. (1998) and Cochran et al. (2001) , relies on the assumption that is known. To estimate frame-to-frame relv k ative tilt between channels, we will in the next section relax that restriction and allow to be a parameterized quadratic v k polynomial in y and h. The coefficients (parameters) describing are then allowed to be free variables in an associated nu-
could be expanded in a polynomial basis (such as the Zernike polynomials) to represent the phase diversity of the channels, but our restriction to a quadratic function allows us to estimate relative tilts in x and y as well as the static defocus without adding a large number of new parameters to the problem.
Detector Scale Change
As noted already, the out-of-focus condition for one channel is produced in the GEMINI system by moving the associated camera along the optical axis. While moving the camera plane effectively defocuses the second channel, it also introduces a plate-scale (magnification) change because the optics are conventionally designed and not telecentric.
Examples of telecentric and nontelecentric imaging systems are shown in Figures 2, 3 , and 4. In the first of these, light emanates from a point at the tip of the leftmost arrow and is collected by the entrance aperture. The first lens forms an intermediate image, which serves as an object for the second lens. Note that since the aperture stop is closer than a focal length to the first lens, the first lens forms a virtual image of the stop, located where the dashed lines converge. This image then serves as a virtual object for the second lens, which forms a real image of the aperture stop in the plane marked "exit pupil." Pupils are required for cold stops or steering mirrors.
In Figure 3 , the scale change is demonstrated by considering two point objects (at the tips of the two leftmost arrows). The "chief rays" from the intermediate images of each object pass through the center of the second lens, and the two ray bundles converge at the tips of the rightmost pair of arrows. Because the ray bundles converge in the plane of these arrows, this is the Gaussian focal plane of the system and where the detector plane would be for conventional imaging. Note, however, that the two chief rays intersect the detector plane at off-normal angles, so when the detector is moved forward to achieve an intentional defocus, the chief rays fall on the new detector plane with a difference spacing. The two images are out of focus, as indicated by the fact that their respective ray bundles do not converge, but the detector movement has resulted in a change in the plate scale.
In Figure 4 , the system has been modified to make it telecentric (Born & Wolf 1989) ; specifically, the aperture stop has been moved to the front focal plane of the second lens (and reduced in diameter). The chief rays from each of the intermediate images now pass through the center of the aperture, and because the stop is in the focal plane, the chief rays emerge from the lens parallel to each other. Moving the detector forward now provides a defocus without a scale change. Unfortunately, placing the aperture stop at the front focal length of the second lens means that the stop cannot be imaged by the lens; in other words, there is no exit pupil (said another way, the exit pupil is "at infinity," as indicated by the parallel dashed lines leaving the second lens). Telecentricity is not typically designed into astronomical systems because there is no exit pupil for a cold stop or steering mirror.
4
A nontelecentric imaging system presents difficulties for 4 The laser guide start wave front sensor for the Gemini South multiconjugate adaptive optics (AO) system is an interesting exception: the LGS WFS is telecentric as a result of the requirement to observe laser guide stars at various altitudes. PDS because a magnification change between the channels is not well represented in equation (4). A moment's thought will convince the reader that no set of choices of a real-valued PSF in equation (4) (5) and (6) 
entirely satisfactory.
COMPENSATING FOR RELATIVE TILT AND RESCALING
An Extended Phase-Diversity Model
Much of the notation and technical details in this section are extensions of and follow from the papers by Vogel et al. (1998) and Cochran et al. (2001) . In this section, we relax the restriction that the nonatmospheric terms in equation (6) are known v k constants. We further suppose that the nonatmospheric effects may vary over the frames; i.e., is replaced by , where is v v t k t k the frame index. As in equation (6), we assume that the atmospheric effects (represented by ) vary with the frame index f t but are independent of the channel index . t k For each frame , and for each diversity channel
, we introduce tip/tilt variables and . here only with tip/tilt between the diversity channels. In the case where the defocus parameters are not known, or where they need to be experimentally verified, additional defocus variables are introduced for each channel except the first; i.e., c k is held constant. and , respectively. Let and
the two-dimensional Fourier transforms of the true object and f the observed data . Then the extended multiframe/multi-
tk tk tk k
The variables y and h again represent the pupil plane and are implicitly integrated out in the evaluation of equation (10). Note that
k 2 where is the optical path length difference between 2 2 e(y ϩ h ) a ray at the pupil center and a ray passing though the pupil at (y, h) (Goodman 1968) , and k here is . Using this notation 2p/l and normalizing the pupil coordinates so the pupil has unit radius, e is the center-to-edge path difference. If we define
then a is the center-to-edge defocus in waves. 
Here, the superscript asterisk denotes complex conjugate, and denotes component-wise magnitude of a complex quan-F … F tity array. Note that the positive object regularization parameter g in the denominator of equation (16) induces stability by preventing division by very small quantities or zero.
By substituting from equation
(16) back into equation (10), one obtains the reduced cost functional:
phase 1 T
The derivation of equation (17) from equation (10) is very similar to the derivation in Paxman et al. (1992) . The gradient of the reduced cost functional may be written as
[ ]
The gradient components corresponding to are f , f , … , f 1 2 T essentially the same as they appear in Vogel et al. (1998) , except that has been extended to . More precisely, v v 
In the computer implementation of equation (21) 
Calibrating the Channel Magnification Factor
In this section, we present three methods for estimating the change in plate scale for the second channel. The first is easily inferred from Figure 3 , where one may easily see the scale change to be given by , where d is the coordinate on d/(d ϩ s) the optical axis of the original location of the detector plane, with lens 2 at the origin, and s is the shift in the detector plane location. For example, characterization of GEMINI camera motion gives 21.6 mm per wave (center to edge) of defocus at mm. A center-to-edge defocus of Ϫ1.19 waves, for l p 0.5 example, corresponds to a camera motion of 25.7 mm toward the lens. With a collimated beam incident on the imaging lens (the last lens prior to the detector, left of M2 in Fig. 5 ) and imaging lens focal length mm, this gives a relf p d p 1050 ative magnification of . With GEMINI's 1024.3/1050 ≈ 0.98 first-channel detector field of view (FOV) of 6Љ, this change gives an FOV for the second-channel detector of 5Љ .85. Miscalibration of the camera translation sensor will result in this method giving an incorrect answer, but moving the telescope secondary to focus the telescope will cause the location of the actual Gaussian focus in the second channel to be in error as well. Thus, if the secondary is moved to focus the image at the channel 1 detector plane and the channel 2 camera is subsequently moved to focus that camera, a new (unknown) d is established. While the telescope focus change needed to induce a significant change in d can be large for a relatively slow system such as GEMINI (f/52.5), this is not true in general; and further, analysis of binary star systems requires reasonably tight tolerances for component separation, making precise knowledge of the detector scale a must. The next method requires a series of calibration observations of a binary star. The components of the binary should both be bright enough that atmospheric turbulence is the dominant noise source. The components should also be of similar brightness and separated widely enough that several tens of pixels separate them at the unmagnified plate scale. The observations should be carried out for several values of defocus, after which they need not be repeated until optical components are moved in the camera system.
To measure the scale change for a given value of defocus, a distinct restored image, denoted by , is computed for each f k channel. The individual channel restorations are computed by
The optical transfer functions are obtained by minimizing S tk equation (17), which also produces an object estimate f; however, this f is computed without accounting for the scale change.
The magnification for channel 1 is designated as unit magnification, i.e., . For each subsequent channel, the m p 1 1 relative magnification for is determined by com-
paring the distance (in pixels) between the binary components in the restored images and . Once the magnifications are f f 1 k determined, they are used to resize the observed image data with a bilinear interpolation method. The resizing operation d tk may be viewed as a preprocessing step to the next phase of restoration, which resolves the optimization problem defined in equation (10) with the scale-corrected data. Resizing the observed images using interpolation introduces correlations in previously uncorrelated noise, but without this step, a host of corrections must be made in the reduced cost functional and gradient calculations to account for the scale-dependent change in the fundamental spatial frequency for . Note that 2 ≤ k ≤ K the OTFs are calculated using equation (17) and the deconvolution performed in equation (23) without rescaling the fundamental frequency; even so, the procedure seems to work, at least for small values of defocus. It is possible that for larger defocus, several iterations of the above procedure may be necessary to arrive at an accurate estimate of the plate-scale change.
Finally, for a two-camera PDS system with low-order AO compensation and using defocus as the known phase , the v 2 scale change can be calibrated from unprocessed point-source data by comparing the Strehl ratios in the two channels. This procedure eliminates the requirement to observe a bright, wide binary system as described above. Note that near-IR and visible image data collected using a low-order AO system (one that compensates only a few low spatial frequency turbulence modes) almost always require postdetection processing for fine detail to be seen. Let be the measured photodetection event J k (PDE) count at the pixel where the optical axis of the kth channel intersects the kth detector array. This count can be written as , where is the on-axis PDE count with J p I ϩ u I k k k frame-to-frame fluctuations only from the atmosphere and shot noise, and u is a zero-mean, Gaussian random variable with variance equal to the mean-square of the camera readout 2 j e noise. Let the operator denote the average over an ensem-A…S ble of short-exposure images. Then,
If the noise fluctuations in the measured count are due AJ S k solely to shot noise, Poisson statistics dictate that the average number of photodetection events in the exposure time t is given by the integral over the "rate function" or "classical" (free from noise due to quantum effects in light-matter interaction) intensity :
the OTF scale by , and
The ensemble mean on-axis intensity in the second (defocused) channel can then be written
The OTF for the first channel can be calculated from a detailed model of the telescope pupil function using equation (7). This OTF can be formed on an appropriately sized array to form , the discrete OTF normalized to have unit value at (o, 1) S m, n the origin. If the amount of defocus is known, can be (o, 2) S m, n calculated in a similar way. As a result, the ratio
can be rewritten and solved for m:
All quantities on the right-hand side can be measured or calculated. Note that for the GEMINI system, the defocus (in waves) can be read from instrument telemetry, and defocus between channels can also be estimated using a laser calibration source. Finally, a few words are in order regarding the feasibility of calibrating the scale change itself with an internal source. It is tempting to propose measuring the scale change by imaging a pair of laser spots with known separation onto both cameras. However, as alluded to at the beginning of this section, a twospot internal source cannot be used to calibrate the relative scale between PDS cameras for the same reason one cannot be used to calibrate the absolute scale of a single camera; that is, the scale depends on the location of the Gaussian focus of the fore-optics and the telescope. The location of this focus relative to the plane of the camera depends on the ambient temperature, requiring reasonably frequent adjustment of the secondary mirror along the optical axis during observations. Any laser source that does not reflect off the primary and secondary mirrors cannot be used to estimate the relative scale between the two cameras, since that beam will come to a focus in a different plane than a beam that does. One might envision a laser system to measure precisely the distance between the primary and secondary mirrors, but additional information is still needed.
IMPLEMENTATION AND SAMPLE RESTORATIONS
Software Description
We have developed and tested a Fortran software package called Multiframe Phase-Diversity Reconstruction (MPDR) for the purpose of atmospheric image reconstruction using the techniques described in § 2. MPDR is based on the limited-memory BFGS algorithm, using the L-BFGS-B implementation by the Argonne National Laboratory Optimization Technology Center (Byrd et al. 1996) . Important considerations for good numerical performance of the BFGS algorithm in the context of equation (17) are given by Vogel, Gilles, & Bardsley (2002) . Fourier transforms needed for evaluating the functional equation (5) and its gradient equation (21) 
An Example Restoration of Binary Star HR 5478
Observations
The GEMINI sensor package is the only astronomical camera system in the world designed for phase-diversity data collection. Figure 5 illustrates the beam from the 1.6 m telescope entering the GEMINI package. After collimation and correction for atmospheric and mount jitter errors, the beam reflects off mirror M1. Mirror M1 can be either a 50-50 beam splitter or fully reflecting; for phase-diversity measurements, all light is reflected off M1 toward the imaging lens and M2, which then splits the light between two cameras. One camera is fixed so its detector and the Gaussian focus of the incident beam are in the same plane. The second camera, however, may be translated along the optical axis by the GEMINI operator to effectively defocus the camera. The two cameras are integrated and read out simultaneously. Both cameras have Lincoln Laboratory back-illuminated, four-port silicon CCD detectors capable of acquiring up to 256 frames s Ϫ1 with an rms read noise of about 8 pixel Ϫ1 read Ϫ1 .
Ϫ e The bright binary system HR 5478/5477 (z Boo; SIMBAD ) was observed in early 1999 as part of a program V p 4.43 to characterize the GEMINI phase-diversity system. Recent AO observations by ten Brummelaar et al. (2000) at two epochs on the 2.5 m Hooker telescope show the two stars as having the same magnitude in V to within measurement error, and I-band observations during the same program show the secondary to be and mag dimmer. The 0.02 ‫ע‬ 0.01 0.05 ‫ע‬ 0.03 ten Brummelaar et al. (2000) measurements also show the components to be separated by 0Љ .82.
The exposure time for the GEMINI observations reported here was 10 ms, and the spectral bandpass was defined by (1) the 780 nm cutoff frequency of a long-pass optical filter and (2) the responsivity of the detectors, which is very low for nm and zero for mm. The per-frame photon count, l 1 930 l 1 1 averaged over 400 frames, was for the fixed camera 5 3.1 # 10 and for the movable camera. Figure 6 illustrates a typical image pair from a multiframe observation of the binary star system HR 5478 using the phasediversity mode of the GEMINI system. For display, the images from both cameras have been registered by moving the intensity centroid to the center of the display, with the resulting shifts constrained to be an integer number of pixels. The defocus parameter in equation (13) is a constant in this example, c k taken from the calibration of the telescope focusing mechanism. The movable camera was commanded to a defocus of Ϫ1.19 waves, center to edge, for these observations. Figure 7 illustrates sample restorations computed using 16 frames of the two-channel GEMINI data. Only the center pixels are shown to make the plate-scale change 64 # 64 between channels more apparent. Expressed as a magnification factor, the scale change is estimated at 1.066 by comparing the distance in pixels between the stars in the single-camera restorations using the fixed camera ( Fig. 7 ; top left) and the defocused camera ( Fig. 7; top right) . The center of each star is estimated by selecting a small square region containing the star and computing the intensity centroid of that region.
Restorations
The lower two panels in Figure 7 show the joint recoveries with (right) and without (left) accounting for the scale change between cameras. The calculated separation for the singlecamera reconstruction using the fixed camera is 0Љ .75. Using the same scale for the single-camera reconstruction from the defocused camera gives a separation of 0Љ .80. Heuristically, one might expect the separation for the joint reconstruction to be somewhere between these two numbers if the scale change between cameras is not accounted for in processing and if the fixed camera scale is used. Indeed, this is the case, with the two components in the bottom left image at a distance of 0Љ .77.
The bottom right image, generated after the rescaling the data from the defocused camera using bilinear interpolation, shows components again separated by 0Љ .75. Note that the residual noise in the rescaled joint reconstruction is significantly lower in both amplitude and angular extent than the noise in the reconstruction using only the fixed-camera data. Finally, note that our observations did not include absolute measurement of the fixed-camera pixel scale using standard star systems; the scale 6Љ p 128 pixels based on 1998 measurements and is thus only approximate. This accounts for the difference between our separations and the Mount Wilson results.
Finally, Figure 8 shows a sample recovered phase screen and the corresponding point-spread function. This particular realization is especially interesting because of the presence of significant "ghost" images in both images. These unfortunate spurious reflections appear only when GEMINI is the PDS mode. Interestingly, the algorithm estimates a phase map that yields the ghost in the corresponding PSF. The two large lobes of the associated PSF are seen in Figure 8 and are consistent with the corresponding unprocessed data frame. Four bright spots are clearly visible in the channel 1 image, corresponding to the expected effect of the two-lobed PSF on the binary star image. The ghost reflections, significant in relative amplitude, evidently are produced by internal reflections or static aberrations in mirror M2 in Figure 5 .
Interestingly, the ghosts are largely 6 eliminated by the PDS processing. This an interesting result by itself; no reference star observations were taken to estimate the PSF apart from the image data. Thus, a natural question is as follows: how does the algorithm resolve the ambiguity between (1) a single-lobed PSF and an object with four bright, compact components and (2) a double-lobed PSF and an object with two components?
We hypothesize that the presence of data frames where the ghost amplitudes are much weaker than those seen in Figures Fig. 7. -Restorations showing the effects of rescaling the data before processing. Top left: restoration using only data from channel 1 (in-focus camera); top right: restoration using only data from channel 2 (defocused camera); bottom left: joint recovery without rescaling of channel 2 data; bottom right: joint recovery with rescaling of channel 2 data. 6 and 8 means the algorithm cannot arrive at a single-lobed PSF as a solution for those frames where ghosting is significant. The Fourier transform of a double-lobed image is the Fourier transform of a single lobe, modulated by a sinusoid with frequency proportional to the separation of the two lobes. To cause the double-lobed image to appear as a single-lobed image, the sinusoid must be divided out of the original image spectrum. The zero crossings of the sinusoid mean periodic poles would appear in the altered spectrum; as a consequence, the inverse Fourier transform of this spectrum (that is, the hoped-for singlelobed image) cannot be defined. From this result, we may infer that no set of aberrations exists that can cause an image of two compact sources to appear as a single source (or equivalently, cause an image of four compact sources to appear as two). This means that the presence of data frames with negligible ghost sources constrains the PSF solutions to resolve the ambiguity between two and four sources.
Resolving Tip/Tilt Errors in the Camera Alignment
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the extended model described in equation (17), random translations (simulating extreme tip/tilt errors) are introduced into the channel 2 data.
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The random translations are made using a uniformly distributed pseudo-random number generator with values in the range pixels for both the horizontal and vertical translation [Ϫ20, 20] distances; the data frames are pixels. Frames 1-4 of 128 # 128 the channel 2 data after the random shifts have been applied are illustrated in Figure 9 . As in § 3.2, and are
held constant in equation (10). Figure 10 shows the channel 1 recovery and the joint restoration computed using the randomly translated channel 2 data. Note there are no apparent visual indicators of residual tilt between the two cameras; the joint recovery shows identical resolution and less speckle noise in the extended halo. Inspection of the final values of and a tk indicates that the optimizer was highly effective at recovb tk ering the translation distances.
Finding the Defocus Parameter
In our final two-channel example, the defocus of channel 2 is assumed to correspond to a quadratic phase distortion, but no prior information regarding the amount of defocus is used. The variable in equation (13) is allowed to vary, and the c 2 iteration is started with . The solver is allowed to find c p 0 2 the defocus amount based purely on fitting the data to the model. All data frames are magnification-corrected and centered by aligning the centroid of each frame with the center pixel. The defocus parameter estimated by the algorithm is c 2 Ϫ3.7584. Using the definitions given in equations (14) and (15), this value corresponds to a center-to-edge defocus in waves of Ϫ1.1963, in very good agreement with the defocus (Ϫ1.19) selected for the observations.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
Restorations obtained from the Gemini data suggest that phase diversity is effective in practical application and thereby competitive with other speckle methods such as the bi-spectrum and blind deconvolution. The iterative solver performs well with unbiased initial values (i.e., initially ); however, f p 0 t additional priors or frame selection could be applied. Extensions to the standard phase-diversity model can mitigate some undesirable aspects of the data acquisition process. Future work includes further testing and refinement of the results discussed in this paper. Our goals are listed below. We have onhand a considerable amount of binary star data taken with the GEMINI system in PDS mode. The companion magnitude differences run between 0.1 and 3.5, with primary component magnitudes ranging from 2.4 to 6.4. Component separations range from 0Љ .2 to 2Љ .0. The data ensembles have enough frames to show seeing transients, and measurements were repeated at several values of defocus. Using this cache as well as computer simulation of the 1.6 m telescope optics, atmospheric turbulence, and the GEMINI cameras, we are now studying the first two items below.
1. Additional study of results, such as evaluating whether the computed restorations represent astronomical features such as angular separation and relative magnitude between the binary stars to astrophysically meaningful tolerances under robust conditions. Along with data we already have, further observations of speckle binaries with well-known orbits are planned to execute this study. Optimizing the algorithm for detection of faint companions of bright primaries, for example, by using prior knowledge constraints such as support, is also of interest.
2. Improved understanding of how to optimally select defocus given seeing and object brightness conditions. For example, algorithm performance can degrade quickly with signal level, and the available light has to be split between channels. Increasing the amount of defocus may keep performance from deteriorating for dim objects.
3. Improved utilization of the recovered phase information is of particular interest. Equation (16) essentially computes a Weiner-filter-type estimate of the true image. Numerical evidence suggests that the current approach can amplify noise over successive iterations. Methods for avoiding noise amplification and enforcing a nonnegativity constraint are currently under investigation. 4. Theoretical results that clarify global convergence questions are sought. It appears that misalignment between the diversity channels could result in a data-dependent local minimum. For example, in a frame of binary star data, aligning one of the stars in channel 1 with the wrong star in channel 2 may correspond a local minimum of the functional . J
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